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Medical informatics is a “scientific field that deals with the storage, retrieval, and optimal use of biomedical information, data, and knowledge for problem solving and decision making.”  The field of medical informatics began in the 1950s soon after the first computers were developed. In those early days, researchers struggled with slow central processing units (CPUs), infinitesimally small (by today’s standards) memory registers, and programming that often required use of machine-level instructions. Notwithstanding such extreme constraints, these dedicated investigators were able to begin exploring important informatics concepts and develop prototypes of many of the same applications and systems that are still in use today.

Because medical informatics is a relatively new discipline, we are fortunate that many of the founders of the field are not only still alive, but they remain actively involved. For this reason, in 2004, we decided
that the time was right to begin conducting a series of oral history interviews with informatics pioneers. We had used modified oral history interviewing techniques in our NLM-funded research efforts since 2000 and one of us (JA) had been her university’s oral historian before that.

Oral history is a method for documenting history in a vivid way by recording the voices of those who have experienced it. An oral history, while subject to the frailties of the human mind, presents an unfiltered story. This story is presented without the interference of gatekeepers, such as journal editors, publishers, and colleagues, or the filtering necessitated by current office politics. The founders of informatics are a group of people whose spoken words are lively, fascinating, and wonderfully descriptive.

While the history of medical informatics had already been well documented by Morris F. Collen, we envisioned a collection of narratives in the form of interview transcripts that would portray the varied perspectives of informatics leaders. We were inspired in part by the AMIA Nursing Informatics History Project, and the National Library of Medicine’s Changing the Face of Medicine exhibition, which celebrates America’s women physicians. Historic documentation alone cannot give a true picture of all the circumstances that have influenced the development of the field. Therefore, the goal of this set of transcripts is to capture a portion of the history of the medical informatics field in the words of its pioneers.

We began by making a list of 36 potential interviewees along with a list of topics we felt we should explore with them. We developed a generic interview guide with several very general, open-ended questions we wanted to ask everyone—about their education and early careers, accomplishments and turning points, involvement in professional associations, and advice for future informaticians—and then tailored the guide for each interviewee with more specific questions about their particular research interests and most important projects. We contracted with a professional transcription service dedicated to this type of work and as we travelled the country to attend scientific meetings or study sites for our research, we contacted interviewees to arrange interviews. We had no external funding, so we used our own resources for transcription and expenses, but we still managed to interview 17 geographically available interviewees from our list of 36. We usually did the interviews together in tandem, with JA asking the more general questions and DS the more technical, probing questions.

Julie McGowan stepped in to conduct the interview with Lawrence Weed, for which we are grateful. We were then
extremely fortunate, with NLM training program funds, to be able to hire a summer intern to help us finish the project. Ana Stenescu worked with each interviewee to lightly edit the transcripts for clarity and accuracy and gain each individual’s permission to make them available.

Finally, with the administrative support of Clem McDonald and others at the National Library of Medicine, which agreed to house them, we are completing the process of disseminating the words of these pioneers. The NLM is a natural partner because of its commitment to maintain, preserve, and make accessible the nation’s historical efforts in advancing biomedical research and medicine, thereby ensuring that this legacy is both safe and accessible for long-term use.5,6

We hope you enjoy reading the transcripts as much as we enjoyed producing them.7 What cannot be captured in the transcripts is the graciousness with which we were treated when we visited interviewees in their homes or offices and the personalities of the individuals represented in their surroundings. In the transcripts, however, you will find stories that will make you laugh, bring tears to your eyes, surprise you, motivate you, and teach you a great deal. For example:

• Clem McDonald tells heartwarming stories about the early development of Gopher, the early order entry system at the Regenstrief Institute;

• Tony Komaroff describes the relationship between evidence based medicine and decision support, and the beginnings of the use of clinical algorithms for the diagnosis and treatment of patients;

• Octo Barnett describes development in the early 1960’s of MUMPS, an early programming language still in routine use by the majority of electronic medical records today;
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Robert Ledley tells us about how developing the first whole body CT scanner involved getting a nearby automotive body shop to paint it;

Homer Warner recalls reading the 1959 Ledley and Lusted paper from *Science* describing use of Bayes’ theorem for clinical diagnosis and realizing that he could actually do something like that using real clinical data (which lead to his first publication in JAMA in 1961);

Reed Gardner describes his early career as a shepherd in southern Utah;

Ed Hammond tells how what he learned on naval submarines relates to informatics;

Don Lindberg recounts many stories about how the political scene in Washington influences the field as well as the NLM;

Nina Matheson describes the Delphi study she led and report she wrote which described the future role of medical libraries and led to the creation of the National Library of Medicine’s Integrated Advanced Information Management Systems (IAIMS) initiative;

Morris Collen describes the history of Kaiser Permanente’s clinical information systems;

Don Detmer gives a surgeon’s and administrative view of many important policy decisions affecting the field over the years;

Tom Lincoln tells about using an early prototype of a tablet-like data-entry system in the 1970s at Rand;

Don Simborg describes an early computer-based system he developed at Johns Hopkins in the late 1960s for entering and communicating nursing orders;

Larry Weed tells tales about developing the problem-oriented medical record format and shares his views about the future of clinical documentation;

Howard Bleich and Warner Slack describe the remarkable research partnership they have sustained for 45 years; and

Betsy Humphreys reminisces about directing the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) project and other adventures during her lifetime of service at the National Library of Medicine.

One of our interviewees offered the following advice: “Look at history, and look at it from the perspective of what was done. Then that becomes usable by me in solving the problems that I face now in today’s world. I look to see what’s the lesson.” This collection of narratives provides a look at the history of medical informatics through the eyes of an amazing group of thoughtful, innovative, and courageous individuals.

Joan S. Ash and Dean F. Sittig

January 2015
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We hope you enjoy these stories, which help illustrate the birth of the field of using computers in medicine. May they inspire you.

Joan S. Ash, Dean F. Sittig and Rebecca M. Goodwin
April 2015
“Memory is the core of oral history, from which meaning can be extracted and preserved.”

DA Ritchie
